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General Observations 

Many of the rooms in the Berry Biodiversity Conservation Center (BC) are permanently assigned to departments 
or facilities, e.g., faculty offices and research labs, and core equipment facilities. However, some rooms are shared 
among a number of users, and these rooms are administered by the staff of the Biodiversity Institute (BI). 

Room 138 (Auditorium) 
Class use of the auditorium is scheduled through Central Scheduling. Some departments (Botany, ENR, Zoology, 
Geology) have preferred status. However departments are responsible for making classroom requests through 
Central Scheduling (www.uwyo.edu/centralscheduling).  BI staff are not responsible for scheduling classes for 
departments. Usually, the Berry Center’s auditorium is open after normal lecture hours (i.e., after 5 pm) and 
during periodic times between classes. Special events should be scheduled through the BI office. See 
www.uwyo.edu/berrycenter/room-use for additional information and fees.  Please note that scheduling the 
auditorium does not automatically schedule the lobby simultaneously; desired use of the lobby must be specified. 
 
Lobby 
The Berry Center lobby provides a large, open floor plan for receptions, poster sessions, dinners and more.  The 
occupancy load for this space is 120 individuals. Tables and chairs are available if needed for the users’ 
convenience.  If tables are set up in this space, they must run north and south (not east and west) and nothing may 
block or interfere with the exit path or automatic door buttons in order to meet fire code.  Events held in the lobby 
should be scheduled through the BI office. See www.uwyo.edu/berrycenter/room-use for additional information 
and fees. 
 
Room 217 (Classroom) 
This classroom/laboratory is administered by the Department of Zoology and Physiology, who is responsible for 
scheduling and key distribution. Priority use of the room is for Mammalogy (fall semester, ZOO 4370/5370) and 
Ornithology (spring semester ZOO 4350/5350). Permission may be requested for room use only if the intended 
use does not conflict with these classes, i.e., on Thursdays and Fridays, and during the summer. Summer use may 
be requested through the BI staff. For safety reasons, NO FOOD OR DRINK IS ALLOWED INTO THIS 
ROOM. 
 
Room 217 (Display Cases) 
Display cases are important vehicles for biodiversity education in the building; half of the main display case in the 
administrative hallway can be used for biodiversity education.  During the academic year, the remaining half 



display cases, as well as the display case in the west corridor, will be used for bird and mammal specimen storage. 
All display cases are available during summers for biodiversity displays.  All relocations of specimens must go 
through the mammalogy and ornithology instructors to ensure proper treatment. 
 
Room 115 (Ecology Lab, or EcoLab) 
The EcoLab is available to all researchers, including students, participating in field ecological research. Requests 
for space and equipment must be placed through the EcoLab website (www.uwyo.edu/berrycenter/ecology-lab). 
Detailed descriptions of policies are at the same website. The policies and user fees in this room are determined 
by the EcoLab committee. Keys are distributed by BI staff, and a deposit is required. Users are responsible for 
knowing and obeying all rules, including safety rules.  
 
Room 116 (Storage closet) 
Storage space is intended for use by EcoLab users in need of short term storage space for field equipment and 
samples, and for the long-term storage of field equipment belonging to WYNDD. EcoLab storage is restricted to 
the west half of the room, including the refrigerator and freezers. All items must be clearly labeled, and no 
hazardous materials may be stored. 
 
Seminar rooms (227 and 327) 
Rooms may be scheduled by the semester (for courses or regular meetings) or for single uses. Requests should be 
made to the BI staff. See www.uwyo.edu/berrycenter/room-use for additional information. 
 
Graduate Student Offices 
Priority will be given to senior PiE students at the writing stage and to students of resident faculty. All students 
will renew the contract for their desk in May of each year, and provide estimated time of graduation. Students 
who do not occupy their assigned desks will be asked to vacate by the PiE director or their advisor (for non-PiE 
students). Empty desks are assigned by the BI associate director on a first-come, first-serve basis. 
 
Visiting Scientist Offices 
These offices are assigned at the discretion of the BI director and associate director. Preference is given to short-
term visitors, and to post-doctoral researchers whose research is based in the Berry Center. Post-docs must renew 
their contract in May of each year. 
 
Public Spaces 
All public spaces (lobby of first floor, lounges, and hallways) are available for public use. Use of the lobby should 
be requested through the BC website (www.uwyo.edu/berrycenter/room-use). Requests to hang anything on the 
walls must be made to the BI staff. BC residents are expected to keep the public areas, including sink areas, clean 
and uncluttered. 
 
Facilities 
All facilities housed in the Berry Center (SIF, WYNDD, MAC, Vert. Mus.) are required to provide an annual 
report to the BI director including information about room use, visitation, revenue, loans, etc., as appropriate for 
the facility. The reports are due in May. This information will be incorporated into the BI Annual Report. 
 
 
  


